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ABSTRACT. It has recently heeii announced bv Kdlcn that the hitherto unexplained 
e iniNsion lines in the coronal spectrum are due to forbidden transitions in very highly stripped 
iron, nickel and calciiun atoms TIk  ^ conditions of temperature and pressure in the corona 
arc- insuflicient to ionise these atoms to such a great degree. 'Phe idea developed in the 
earlier papers of this series, that the material of the solar atmosphere is coming from the core 
of the sun, is applied to the coronal problems also. Bddington has shown in am^ther comicr- 
tiun that material in convection ^^ ’ill not attain the equilibrium ionisation of the layer through 
which it ivS passing, if the convective velocity exceeds a critical value. The critical velocity 
(nr the breakdown of Cfuivective c(iuilihrinm in a region (26,000 km. below the photosphere) 
where iron atoms arc stripped of the first fourteen outer cleclrnns is computed as 300 krri /sec, 
approximately From the available observational evidence it is sliown that mailer responsible 
for the coronal emission lines can have n velocity exceeding ^on km./see at a depth of 26,000 
km, in Hie interior. This explains how the ionised atom.s reach the corona retaining the 
ionisation artiuired in the interior.
T N  T  R O D II C r  T 0  N
AUIioukIi the chromosphere atid the tnoniinences had been visually observed 
for only a little over a century and the existence of the corona as an aureole of 
light around the sun during total eclipses had been known from antiquity, when 
the method of spectrum analysis was discovered it was applied first to the 
promiuences instead of the corona. It was in r868 that the spectroscope was 
for the first employed for the study of the corona. During the total eclipse 
which happened in that year, only one observer, Tennant, pointed his spectro­
scope towards the corona, hut he saw nothing more than a continuous spectrum. 
A year later during the eclipse of August 7, 1869, three famous solar observers. 
Young, Harkness and Lockyer, observed a single bright line in the green 
'superpoeed upon a continuous background) in the spectrum of the solar corona. 
This was the beginning of the study of the nature and composition of the corona. 
During the seventy odd years that have elapsed since the discovery of the 
green coronal line, eclipse observers have iiot let slip a single opportunity of
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studying llie outer atinosi:)bere of the eclipsed sun ; but the total time that has 
been available for the necessary observations is little over an hour. The surpris- 
ing thing is not that the problem of the corona is still vei-y far from solution, 
but that a great deal of observational data of varied types has been collected 
about the corona. The coronagraph invented and perfected by Lyot during 
the last few years will no doubt increase rapidly our knowledge about the lower 
parts of the corona ; but for gathering information about the finer details of 
structure of the outer corona and about the spectral composition of its light 
we shall still have to depend upon the rare and precious moments of the total 
solar eclipse.
T H E  U R T n II T r. T N E S P E C T R U M  OF  'I' H K C O R O N A
The emission line A 5:^03 being the brightest coronal line and being situated 
in a region of the spectrum to which the human eye is most sensitive was 
naturally the first line to be observed- In later years through the persistent 
efforts of some of the greatest solar observers and by the use of varied types of 
spectroscopes and spectrographs, with slit and without slit, many more lines 
have been discovered in the bright-line spectrum of the corona extending from 
tlie near infra-red to well into the ullia-violet- In lOiS Campbell and Moore 
summarised all the information gathered from about half a century of eclipse 
observation. They listed forty lines observed hy various authorities during 
totality as possibly of coronal origin. More than half of these have since bepi 
expunged from the coronal list as they arc now known to belong to the chromo­
sphere. After the 1030 eclipse Mitchell catalogued the w^ave-lengths and 
intensities of lines which were then believed to be truly coronal in origin ; there 
arc, in all, nineteen lines in Mltcheirs list which is reproduced below, but Mitchell 
thinks that one or two lines of this list may still be suspicious.
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The above list has been supplemented iu later years I>y the discovery of 
new lines. Particularly noteworthy are the follow ing infra-red lines discovered 
by I^yot by his new method of observing tlie corona without a solar eclipse (see 
Table II), Some observers have conlended also tliat a few lines previously 
believed to be of chromospheric origin really belong to the coioiia. For instance, 
Righini' considers that the emiSvSioii line at \ 5354.2 previously attiihnted to
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llie cliromosphere is a truly coronal line. Similarly, SekiRiUi^ argues that his 
and Tanaka’s observations during the iq36 eclipse require that the line at 
4725.3. which had been rejected from the coronal list as being insufficiently 
supported should be restored. He points out further that this line and several 
other lines observed m the emission spectrum of the corona by the Jai)anese 
>)l>servers are close to, if not identical with, certain lines in the spectra of nebulae 
and novae now known to be forbidden lines in the spectrum of N II. But 
mere coincidence between certain coronal lines and certain N II lines can 
scarcely be regarded as proof of the existence of nitrogen in the solar corona. 
In fact, astronomical literature abounds iu instances in which astronomers, 
have been temporarily misled by- coincidences in wave-lengths into believing 
that certain substances have been identified in astronomical bodies. Many have 
been the attempts at identification of the coronal emission lines and sqvoral 
workers have found remarkable coincidences between these lines and certain lines 
of familiar elements, but in the long mu such coincidences and identifications Iiascd 
on them have proved to be illusory- Fresh hopes were,'however, raised when 
in IQ27 Bowen made his great discovery that the so-called “  iiehuliiim ”  lines 
were caused by certain forbidden transitions of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms ; 
and numerous attempts were made to identify the coronal lines as originaliiig 
in similar forbidden transitions of known atoms, in neutral and ionised condi­
tions,-but all these efforts were singularly unsuccessful and iJie old riddle of 
the "  coronium ”  remained unsolved.
2 — * 4 3 3 ? — V
E D L R N ’ S I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF C OR ONA D L I N E S
In the afore-iTieiitioiied attempts at identification of the coronal lines only 
the possible forbidden transitions of neutral atoms or of atoms which had lost 
at most three or four of the outer electrons were considered. But very recently 
Edlen of Uppsala, who has been studying the ultra-violet and X-ray spectra of 
highly stripiK’d atoms, has advanced strong reasons justifying the conclusion 
that most of the prominent coronal lines arise from forbidden transitions of 
iron, nickel and calcium atoms from which a large number of electrons have 
been lorn off. No copy of Edlen's original publication is available to us, but 
we understand that his identifications have been accepted by the astronomical 
spectroscojjists of Harvard and by H, N. Russell whose authority in such 
matters must be regarded as deserving of the highest respect. In Scicniifir 
Ainc7ic.an, Augu.sl, tc) |i , Russell specifically menlioiisthe following identifications ;
T abi.u h i
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of coronal 
line (in A Tt.) (hi^\n
Fe XTV
j07y.S, jo7-17i 33 "^^ IV x m
7Rya Fe XI
6374 FeX
3601 Ni XVI
Several other observed lines can also be accounted for by iron, nickel and 
calcium ; but some predicted accessible lines of potassium, chromium, manganese 
and cobalt ate not observed. It is to be noted in this connection that a little 
while ago D. N. Kundu " suggested that the line at A 4359 may be due to Co* 
Edlen’s identifications of the coronal lines are not based on actual observation of 
the lines of Ee X V I and Ni X V I in laboratory spectra, but upon an extrapolation 
from some ions earlier in the sequence. The method is, however, regarded as 
highly satisfactory ; it was used some time ago in the successful identification of 
nine forbidden lines of Ee V II in the spectrum of Nova Picloris. —
O R I G I N  O F  H I G H  h Y  K T R 11> P R T) A T O M S  .
If the identifications proposed Edlen are correct, then the most important 
question, which requires an answer before anything ebe, is "H o w  do such 
highly stripped atoms originate in the solar coron a?" In Edlen's scheme 
the energies of ioni.sation involved amount to hundreds of volts. If the extreme
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sliite of ionisiitioii of the coronal atoms were due to the teiuperatmc of the 
corona, then the coromi would have to be some twenty times as hot as the 
j)hotosphere. The temperature of the inner corona is however believed, for very 
good reasons, to be of the order of only 3ooo'\ An equally paradoxical situation 
arises if one tries to associate the leuiperaUirc of the corona with the widths of 
the three prominent lines A5303, A0384, A6704 which, according to Kdlen, are 
due to iron. The equivalent widths of these lines as measured by Lyot aie 
0.80 A, O.Q7 A, and 1.07 A lespectively : if these wddths are taken to be due 
to Doppler effect arising from the landom motion of the emitting particles, then 
the average velocity of the particles works out to be 3;^  km. per second. Now, if 
we identify this velocity with ihc mean square velocity of thermal agitatioji, 
llien a very simple calculation shows that the teni[)eiaturc of the coromi must 
l)e of the order of 2.3 million degrees, which is inconceivable. The only con­
clusion to lie drawn from these paradoxes is therefore that here we have nothing 
to do with the temperature of the corona < )ne might imagine that the observed 
A Kitlis of the lines might arise from the mutual collisions (/.c., pressure effect of 
the ])ai tides of the corona, but tlial would require the density of coronal matter to 
be absurdly high and quite inconsistent with the lovv^uessure criterion of the ,pro­
duction of forbidden lines. The unquestionaldy low^  density of coronal matter also 
picdiules the possibility of the broadening of llie spectral lines arising (ml of 
Stalk effect due to intense electrical fields. The simplest,'and the most probable, 
exjdanation of the observed breadths of the coronal lines is therefore that the 
eniilting particles are actually etidow^ ed with an average velocity of the 01 dor of 
30 km /sec., but this velocity is quite unconnected with the temperature and the 
electvical state of the corona. This points to the source of the highly slripiJcd 
atoms of the corona being located somewhere other than the corona it&df; but we 
do not get from this any idea of the process responsible for producing the cxlicnie 
slate of ionisation of the atoms. Evidently one can imagine more tlian one 
process capable of meeting the situation. For instance, M. N, Saha’* has 
suggested that " i t  is quite possible that stripped iron and nickel atoms are 
loud need in the chromosphere or somewhat lower as a result of some t>pe of 
nuclear reaction, analogous to uranium fission, and are projected upwaids with 
energies amounting to millions of electron-volts.*' We do not know bow far 
Ihis view harmonises with the facts of solar observation ; but in private coi res- 
ijondeiice Prof, Saha has told one of us that he is preparing a paper in which he 
is giving a detailed working out of the above idea. A. K . Das” on the other 
hand has suggested, from entirely different considerations, an alleinalivc picceis 
which is also capable of accounting for the presence of highly stripped atoms 
in the solar corona. While awaiting the details of Saha’s investigation and. without 
claiming that Das's suggestion is in any way belter than the view-point advocated 
by vSaha, w^ e W'Ork out in the present paper some details of the former suggestion. 
The process heie considered is roughly as follows: The highly stripped atoms
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of the coiorm which arc rebpousible for its bright-line spcctjiirn originally foiuiccl 
part of the tleep interior of the sun where the cohdilions of tcinpeiahire, pret^ sure 
and density are such that most of the outer dectrcjus of at( ms like iion» nkkeJ, 
cobalt, calcium, eU\, arc torn off. Probably through IciC'al rises in radiation 
pressure these higlily ionised atoms arc ejected outwards and eventually reacli 
different levels of the solar envelope depending upon their velocity of ejection. 
So long as the velocity of outward travel remains below a certain crilical vdocily^ 
the state of ionisation of the atoms is determined at each level by the local 
thermodynamical conditions. Put as soon as the outward velocity of the atoms 
exceeds the critical velocity, the ionisation of the ejected atoms dei)arts materially 
from what would he expected from convective and thermodynamical equilibrium. 
It is postulated that at some level in llie interior of the sun this is precisely 
what hap])ens and thereafter the atoms captuie no more electrons, so that they 
finish their journey in some level of the outer envelope in a state of ionisation 
quite incotisislent with the ])hysical conditions of the layer where they arc 
observed. It is to be expected, of course, that the critical level will be different 
f6r different elements. We now’ proceed to see how far this picture is supported 
by quantitative calculations in the case of iion, which we take as a typical c£ise.
E  s  1' I ]\I A T T O N C) V  e  R r r i  C A h  V  K h  O C 1 T  Y
In the oulinaiy theory the stale of ionisation of stellar material is calculated 
under equilibrium conditions. The ionisation equilibrium is how^ever reacfied 
rather slowly, so that the state of ionisation of convecling matter must depend 
very greatly upon the speed of convection. This point has been clearly brought 
out in a recent paper by Sir A. vS. liddingtoii  ^ who has shown that for quite 
small speeds of convection the stale of ionisation fails to keep pace with the 
changing pressure and temyjerature of the material. In our calculation of the 
critical velocity at which ionisation equilibrium in the case of the highly stripped 
iron atoms ejected from the deep interior of the sun breaks down, we have 
followed h.ddington's metlicd : we give below an outline of the method.
Consider two layers, A and 11, in the iiileiior of the sun, the latter being the 
deeper. A ]>arlicii]ar type of alcm with a critical ionisation frequency v loses 
T electrons at A and p electrons at B, T« and arc the temperatures and 
Va and Vf, aie the pressures in the two layers. The ionisation in the column of 
material comprised between the two layers is regarded as being produced (directly 
or indirectly) by the photons entering at the base of the column; so that an 
increase in the degree of ionisation^can only be produced by a difference between 
the number of competent photons entering and leaving. By Planck's law the 
mnnbers of photons with frequency equal to or greater than v, contained in a 
cubic centimetre of radiation at ijic Icmpcratuies To and To are calculated. 
Then, under equilibrium conditions, in^c and hioc ionising photons per h]* 
cm. and per see. wdll pass outwaids acioss the layers A and B respectively^
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, being the velocity of light. Therefore the nuniber of ionising photons available 
[)cr sec. for a column of unit cross-section bounded by the two layers will be 
(lU-Wa). The total inunbcr of atoms in the column is estimated from the 
(liffcience in pressure between tlie two layers by making some reasonable 
iis.s\imption with regard to the relative abundance of the elenieuls. If this 
number is N, then the time necessary for ionisation equilibrium to be establi.shed 
N/ic(n» — Ma) and the critical velocity is d/N.Jr (ii^  -  ii„), where li is the 
(lislauce between the layers.
In principle, the above procedure can be used for calculating the critical 
velocity of convecting matter at which ionisation equilibrium breaks down in 
any region in the interior of flic sun, although the result, on account of the 
neglect of collision excitation and ionisation, should be legarded only -as 
a|i|'i('Xiniale. It  lias been found in the e;nlier i.i.niiers of this series that many 
nf llie important features of prominences, dark markings, the chromosphere, the 
reversing layer, etc., can be quantitatively understood on the assumption that 
die matter taking part in these phenorneua is supplied continually from the core 
which lougbly corresponds to a sphere of i  of tlie radius of the sun. We therefore 
assume that the material of the corona also is derived from the same source, 
It is of particular interest to judge fiisi in what stale of ionisation atoms of iron 
would be if they came from the core and reached the coiona without losing, 
tbcir ionisation.
Oil the basis of the theory of poly tropic gas splieres, the temperature, 
pressure and density at the centre of the sun are 39 x 10", ig,f.<S x jo '“ dynes/cm.' 
and 76.7 respectively, taking tlie polytrope index 11 =  3 , and 9501 
(the notation adopted is the same as that ui Ivddington s I n lm a l  Lonsiiiution 
<ij Stars). At a point distant R 0 /3.4.S from the centre, the temperature, jiressnre 
and density (derived with the help of I'.mden s tables) aie respectively 23 x ic> , 
dynes/cin ® and 15.19 , The ionisaticii of non atoms in this layei 
computed from the formula
log L . - - ' :  =  '-'•■1343V ] .
a- KT
n
I J/2
( i )
is pieseiiled in Table IV .
1 -.V 
w
is the laiio of the number of atom.s with
■ vlcctrons missing to the number with electrons missing, V' is the ionisation 
potential of the f>th electron, p and T  are the density and temperature m the 
layer, and R is the Boltzmann constant. The mean atomic weight, p, is taken 
to be 2.1 in all these computations.
It is clear from Table IV that 95% of tlic iron atoms in the laycr  ^
under consideration have lost 24 or more of tlie outer electrons. If some of these 
stripped atoms are ejected with velocities high enough to biing about u compete 
break-down of ionisation equilibrium in the expelled mass of atoms, then t le
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1 Triiiisation p;»tet)tial 
p  i expressed as critical 
I wave-length, x
2 6  i 1.35
I
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y
X
i '5
ij)
0 045 
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Ratio of atoms w ith , I "o atoms with 
p  electrons misbing j p  electrons missing
3:>i
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1000
45
2
3 8 24 
27-34 
51*9^
2.34
0.10
N o t e  —'Hie ionisation potentials given here are different from the potentials for removing 
K, h  etc. electrons as obtained from X-ray experiments, whi(‘h refer to the case of knocking out 
the particular electron from a complete atom. The potentials given here refer to an ion from 
which the outer electrons have already been rcjiioved
coroiui may l)e expected to coiilaiti iron atoms which have only one or tw^ o of the 
normal 26 outer electrons. The fact that so highly ionised iron atoms ajc not 
detected in the corona would of course be no proof of their non-existence, because 
their S[)eclnin) lines are quite inaccessible to astronomical spectroscopy. But \\e 
think that iroji atoms in such extreme states of ionisation really do not exist in 
the corona, and for reasons which will be apparent from the following considela- 
tions. If wc calculate the critical velocity for the layer about Jv©/3 away from 
the centre of the suii, we gel a value of the order of 10^ km./sec., which is far too 
gieal to be exceeded by the actual velocity with which atoms may be ejected, so 
that in reality there VAillbe no break-dovvn of ionisation equilibrium. We have 
calculated the critical velocity for other layers progressively farther away from 
the centre of the sun and have obtained similar rcsulls. Then we have tried a 
region where the 14th electron of the iron atom is torn off : the boundaries choiren
are at distances of 1<Q) and R q from the centre. 
0.9 o 6.90
The conesponding
pressures, temperatures and densities are given in Table V. The stales of ionisa­
tion at the two boundaries have been calculated with the help of equation (1) and 
l)resented in Table V I.
T able V
Boundary Temperature* Pressure Density
6.90
4.7 X 10^ 2.59 X o«oooi325
6.90
3,9 X 10^ 1.25 10® 0.0000767
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T able VI
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louijjation potential 
in critical 
Vrave-lengtbs
%  of atoms with /’ electrons missing
f)n account of the closeness of the ionisation potentials for successive elcc- 
lions it is not possible to find a shai'i) boundary with a characteristic degree of 
ionisation. The difference in ionisation between the two boundaries can he 
summed up asfollows : 31%  of the iron atoms which have lost 12 electrons at the 
upper boundary lose the 13th and the 14th electrons at the lower boundary ; 8% 
which have lost 13 electrons lose also the 14th and the i.stli ; 10% which have lost 
1 1 electrons lose the 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th electrons.
The difference in i^ressure between the two boundaries is r.34 x 10” 
dynes./cm.®. Taking the mean value of gravity to Ire 2 .9 2 9  x ro  ^ cm /sec.®, the 
mass of a column of unit cross-section enclosed between the two boundaries is 
.1.5 X 10'  ^gm. The whole of this mass is, however, not due to iron. According to 
ideas underlying the present .«:eries of .papers the material of the solar envelope is 
derived from the interior of the sun, so that there is no special reason to suppose 
that the material of the interior is essentially different in composition from the 
material of the envelope- We therefore take the composition of the envelope as 
given by Russell to he valid for the interior. From Russell's mixture we get the 
proportion of metals to the total mass as 32 : 132 and the ratio of iron to the 
metals by Weight as 1000 : 4184, The mass of iron in the column under 
consideration is 2.65 x 10® gm. and the number of iron atoms in the column is 
therefore 2 .86x10®'’'.
Now'by Planck’s law the density of radiation in a thermodynamical
.  ^ , * 'T' • 8?rhv'enclosure at temperature T  is — — - For the very short wave-
engths under consideration this may be written as —ly - -. c , The
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deusity (i.c., nuinber/cm.®) of photons of frequency equal to v or greater than v is 
therefore given by
CC
- h ’lkT  ,,„8 ;r„-/iv/fcT<ii’ =  ..f sfcT  ^ I fiT \ ^ I fcT, - -f- 2| - I -f 2
Couseqiiently,
1 - h v / k T
(2 )
From (2) we get for the value of J nc for the lower and upper boundaries 
2.985 ■>< 10®'* and 5.428 X ’ respectively for wave-lengths shorter than 4 1.lA. 
Hence the number of photons available per second for ionising the column is 
2.44 X 10^*’ .
From Table VI it will be seen that the critical jonisation wave-lcngihs for 
the different stages of ionisation vary between 28.4 A for tlie 15th electron and 
41.1 A for the 12th electron. F'or wave-lengths lx;lovv 28.4 A  the value of log 
(J ric) at the lower boundary is 25.3278, while for A. =  4 i,i  A, it is 26.4749 ; the 
margin of variation is more than ten times. The absorption of photons by the 
iron atoms to attain equilibrium ionisation is as follows :
18% absorb below 28.4 A
49% absorb below 31.7 A ,
41%  absorb below 35.3 A 
10% absorb below 4T.1 A
Thus the absorption is greater below A = 3 i.7 . To allow for this we 
take the total number of effective photons to be one-fifth of the value for 
A =  4 1 .i A. Hefore proceeding to the estimation of the critical velocity, another 
important factor has to be considered. So far it has been tacitly assumed that 
all the photons are available for the ionisation of iron atoms ; this assumption is 
certainly not justified. In the layer under consideration the ionisation of most 
elements (other than hydrogen and helium) is incomplete, so that the atoms of 
these elements will naturally use up some of the available ionising photons. It 
may reasonably be assumed that the photons will be distributed apiong the 
different elements in accordance with their relative abundance: “ According to 
Russell’s estimate the proportion of metallic rtoms to all atoms (except H arid He) 
is I 14 ; 3.14 and the ratio of iron atoms (atomic weight 55-i'^ 4) to the metallic
atoms (mean atomic weight 28) is or 1 791 ; i 4-939- The propor­
tion of ionising photons available to the iron atoms is therefore 0.04355, and 
accordingly the total number of photons available for ionising the iron atoms in 
the column under consideration is 2.44 x io“* x 0.2 x 0.04355 or 31.25 x 10**. The
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2.86 >< lo** X xi8 25IS or 3.37 X 10=*"
total immber of photons required for equilibriiitii ionisation of the iron ateins
Now the numl>er of photons available per
second is 21.25 X Therefore the time required for ionisation equilibrium
is 15.86 seconds. The distance between the two boundaries is 5039 km., and 
consequently the critical velocity for the break-down of ionisation equilibrium is 
318 km./sec. This means that iron atoms travelling outwards with a velocity 
of the order of 300 km./sec. at a depth of about 26000 km. below the photosphere 
will have a good chance of reaching the corona with i i  to 15 of their outer 
electrons missing. We may note here that 300 km./sec. is quite a moderate speed 
compared to the scale of velocities sometimes observed even on the surface of 
the sun.
D I S  C IT s  S I O N A N D  C O N C L  TT O N S
Now the question is : Is there any evidence to justify the conclusion that 
ijaiticles ejected from the interior of the sun actually travel with velocities 
of the order of 300 km./sec. or more at a depth of about 26000 km. below the 
photosphere?" Naturally there can be no direct evidence, but the evidence avail­
able, though indirect, apiiears to be decidedly in favour of this conclusion, The 
spectrum of the corona shows the Fraunhofer lines in addition to the emission lines 
superposed upon a faint continuous background. This Fraunhofer spectrum of the 
corona can only be the result of scattering of the disc spectrum by the particles in 
the higher reaches of the corona. From measurements of the plates secured during 
Ihc TQ22 and 1932 eclipses, Moore  ^ comes to the conclusion that the scattering 
particles have an outward velocity of the order of 15 to 25 km./sec. Of course 
this velocity cannot be regarded as very accurate, but it may be taken to represent 
the right order of magnitude. There seems to be some doubt as to the identity 
of the scattering particles. According to a view expressed by (jroliian * which 
seems at present to be rather widely accepted, they must be considerably larger 
than ordinary molecules. If Grotrian’s view is correct, these particles could 
not have come as such from the interior, and therefore they would have acquired 
tlieii outward velocity through bombardment by other particles coming from 
below the corona. If we identify these latter with the particles ejected from the 
interior of the sun. then we must expect them to possess, when they reach 
the corona, a velocity considerably higher than 15 to 25 kin./sec. When one 
considers the retarding forces which must operate upon particles travelling from 
the depth of« Some 26000 kra. l:)elow the photosphere to a height of 10' to 20' 
above the limb (where the above velocity has been measured), a diminution of 
the initial  ^velocity by a factor of 10 or more seems entirely probable. Thus the 
depleted Fe atoms ejectedi from the deep interior of the sun may very well have 
a velocity of 306 km./sec, or higher during their putwaf(jl travel through the 
3—1423?—V
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26000 km. level. Of course, on account of the nature of the data available for 
tire calculations, the position of the critical level should be regarded only as a 
rough estimate, but the significant point is that the calculations indicate the 
existence of such a level for the Fe^ ’ ’ and K e“ * atoms.
The boundary at which ionisation equilibrium fails will be different for 
diffcrent atoms depending upon the ionisation potentials, the atomic weights and 
the abundances of the different species. The ionisation potentials for the J4tli 
electron of Fc, the 15th electron of Co and the i6th electron of Ni are as 
20 : 32 : 3b. These are so close to each other that ionisation cquilibrinin for all 
these three atoms will break down in a fairly thin layer not very far from the 
26000 km. level calculated above. This helps us to understand to some extent at 
least why the lines of these atoms appear prominently in the coronal spectrum. 
Another point which looks favourable to the process inuigined in the present 
paper is that the lines identified by h'dlen as being due to F e '" “ and F e '”  are 
stronger than those which arise from less highly ionised iron atoms. The 
intensity of any emission line in the corona will depend upon the abundance of 
the appropriately ionised atoms and the probability of the transition which gives 
rise to the line. If ionisation equilibrium breaks down in the region considered 
above, thcJi the number of Fe^*“ and F e '*  atoms in the coiona will be much 
Ifess than the number of Fe""" and F c " *  atoms. This may partly explain the 
greater intensity of the Fe"' and F e ' lines over the P 'e"" and F c ‘ “ .
The outer parts of the corona which scatter the P'raunhofer spectrum are 
believed to consist of particles much larger than ordinary molecules. In fact, 
according to (Irotrian, the sun is surrounded by a dust-cloud (perhaps of meteoric 
origin) which is composed of particles having about 3 times the size of an ordinary 
molecule. Ubservational data show that the Fraunhofer lilies of the corona are 
displaced with respect to those of the disc spectrum in a way which shows that 
the dust-cloud is moving outwards.with a velocity of 15 to 25 km./sec. ; also the 
coronal Frauulrofer lines are not wider than the ordinary Fraunhofer lines, show'iug 
that the scattering particles are not endowed w'ith any extraordinary random 
motion. At the same time the widths of the emission lines A5303, A6374 and 
A6704 show' that the emitting P'e atoms have a random velocity of the order of 
32 km./sec. These observational facts are just what one would expect from the 
process imagined in the present paper as will be seen from the following con­
siderations. The particles coming from the interior w ould have to possess a 
velocity of 50 km./sec. or more outside the photosphere in order that they may 
reach the outer corona ; this follows from a rough calculation based on the 
equations of motion derived in the earlier parts of this series of papers. These 
particles will, through impact, impart an outward velocity to the heavier particles 
of the dust-cloud w'hich will therefore show an expansive velocity of a smaller 
magnitude than tire velocity of the particles coming from the interior. The 
impinging particles will, on the other hand, be slowed down and deflected through
collisions ; this will appear as an average random velocity which will show itself 
as a broadening of the emission lines.
Finally, we may also mention the general coi respoudence which exists 
between solar activity as judged from sunspots, promiiunces. eruptive phenomena, 
etc., and the intensity of the coronal emission lines. vSolar activity is admittedly 
due to some deep-seated variations in the interior of the sun. and therefore the 
above correspondence points to the interior as the probable place of origin of the 
highly stripped atoms of the corona. The same indication is given by the fact 
that some of the prominent coronal lines are observed also in certain novtr.
Sole added in proof
Soon^after the pieseiit paper was sent out for publication Prof. Saha’s paper 
entitled “ On a physical theory of the solar corona” appeared in the Pror. Nat. 
h i s t .  o1 Sc. oj India, Vol. V lII , pp. 99-126. The standpoints of the two papers 
are so fundamentally different from each other that it does not seem profitable 
yet to compare them. Both theories require to be developed much further and 
given greater deiiuiteness before it can be possible to form a reliable judgment 
in favour of one to the exclusion of the other.
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